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Trouble on the high seas.

 – While the stranding of the Ever Given has 
grabbed headlines recently, the snarl up in 
global supply chains is a much bigger issue.

 – The snarl up has led to a spike in shipping costs 
and constraints on shipping capacity.

 – In the short term, we expect these issues 
to continue. However, the Covid vaccine 
rollout will allow global supply chains to start 
normalising from the second half of 2021.

Nathan Penny, Senior Agri Economist  
 +64 9 348 9114

The blocking of the Suez Canal, one of the busiest waterways 
on earth, by the stranded Ever Given, one of the largest ships 
in the world, captured more than a few people’s imaginations. 
However, while this event grabbed headlines, the broader 
snarl up in global supply chains, with spiking shipping costs 
and incredibly strained capacity, is ongoing and a much 
bigger issue. Indeed, rising shipping costs impacts all 
exporter returns. And while tight shipping capacity may not 
impact frozen meat exports unduly, it may constrain meat 
exporters’ flexibility in moving more perishable items like 
chilled meat.

So why the snarl up? 

Well it all goes back to Covid and the almost perfect shipping 
storm it has created as outlined below:

 – Firstly, people being stuck at home during lockdowns has 
seen an unprecedented reshaping of spending patterns 
away from services and into goods. Think things like gym 
equipment, home office furniture, breadmakers and 
Xboxes. All these goods have had to be shipped on top of 
the usual volume of goods that are shipped globally.

 – Covid has also laid low port workers as they have been 
sick or at home caring for someone that is. That has meant 
that ports have been operating at reduced capacity for a 
prolonged period.

 – Meanwhile, the rebound in the Chinese economy from 
the middle of 2020 was surprisingly rapid and large. As 
the Chinese economy has surged so too has demand for 
imports, in turn leading to a similar surge in demand for 
shipping capacity.

 – Supply chains have also had to readjust. Some producers 
struck down by Covid have been unable to fill orders. This 
has sent buyers looking for alternatives often from different 
markets. These changes have also flowed through to 
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supply chains as the alternatives have sometimes required 
different shipping routes and/or supply channels.

 – Finally, in the early stages of Covid medical supplies were 
shipped to all corners of the globe, but as demand surged 
for household goods, shipping containers were stranded in 
places where they weren’t needed.

So how does this resolve and when?

Ultimately, it all boils down to the Covid vaccine. On the 
vaccine front, the rollouts in the US and UK, for example, are 
on track, if not exceeding targets. The good vaccine news 
in the US is key as the US-China trade route is particularly 
important for global shipping, and freeing up this route will 
help alleviate bottlenecks globally.

As more people are vaccinated port workers will return to 
work, helping ports get back to full capacity. People will also 
gradually start to go back to the pub, the movies and going 
on holiday. This will see an unwinding in the unprecedented 
demand for household goods and thus lighten the load on 
global shipping.

In terms of timing, our estimate is that these issues will 
normalise over the second half of 2021. In other words, some 
more short-term pain in order to see longer term gain.
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Sector snapshots.

Lamb. 

Farmgate prices are showing signs of stabilisation. After falling 
25 cents per kg in January, prices fell a more modest 10 cents 
over February and March. Moreover, and looking at March 
specifically, weekly prices actually rose over the month.

While we wouldn’t rule out further modest price falls over 
April and May, we anticipate that firming global demand will 
drive prices higher over the remainder of the year. Recall that 
as the vaccine is rolled out globally, consumers are likely to 
return to restaurants and thus again begin eating more prime 
lamb cuts. On the vaccine front, the rollout is progressing 
very well in the US and the UK, with Europe lagging a little. But 
all up, this points to light at the end of the tunnel for farmgate 
lamb prices.

Farmgate lamb prices
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Beef. 

Farmgate beef prices dipped a touch over March. Putting the 
month-to-month movement aside, prices over the year so far 
have been relatively stable.

From this base, we expect prices to lift over 2021. In the key 
US market, the vaccine rollout is going well, and this should 
boost the economy and in turn meat demand. Meanwhile, 
the Chinese economy remains strong, further underpinning 
beef demand. On the supply side, grain (feed) prices are 
high which will keep a lid on global beef supply. Also, more 
recently the New Zealand dollar has fallen, so this may 
support farmgate prices, at least in the short term.

Farmgate beef prices
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Mutton. 

Mutton remains the meat star. Farmgate mutton prices 
stayed above $5.00/kg over March. The month’s prices also sit 
around 16% higher than March 2020.

Over the remainder of 2021, we expect mutton prices to 
edge higher. The Chinese economy has a head of steam up, 
so Chinese meat demand will continue to rise. Also, there 
are fresh anecdotes that African Swine Fever has once again 
reared its head, meaning buyers may be back looking for pork 
alternatives. However, there is a limit to the upside for mutton 
prices. That is, buoyant consumers may increasingly look to 
more prime meats like beef and lamb instead of mutton over 
the year.

Farmgate mutton prices
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